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Abstract: The paper examines the affinity to the people inherent in the Marxist view of power regard to the following aspects: the
subjects of power, the objectives of power, and the withdrawal of power. The affinity to the people of the power subject is concretely
manifested in the two respects: the power for the people and the power conferred by the people’s supervision. People’s benefits are supreme
and everything should be based on the most people’s benefits and start with the people’s fundamental interests, which are the highest
generalization of the objectives of power about the affinity to people. The withdrawal of power about it connotes that people take back the
power and the reclaim of power relies on the people.
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the affinity to the people is prominently represented by the

1. Introduction

supremacy of proletariat.

Generally speaking, stance determines opinions. That is to say,

Fundamentally speaking, affinity to the people of Marxist view

people who investigate the same thing standing from the stance of

of power is determined by the historical mission and the substantial

different individuals or groups tend to form the mutual different or

characteristics of Marxism. Marxism is “a scientific theory for the

even contradictory opinions. There is no exception including the

proletariat to fight for its own and universal emancipation is a

Marxist view of power, a general view on the power derived from

doctrine about the nature, purposes, emancipatory conditions of the

Marx. Marx always firmly takes up the standpoints of the masses to

proletarian struggle”, [3] science about “the conditions, process and

deliberate a series of problems, like the source, ownership, nature,

the general results”[4]44, whose historical mission is to instruct the

characteristics, operation and supervision of power, then to form a

proletariat to win the liberation and help them overthrow the

systematic and theoretical view of power. The Marxist view of

authority of bourgeoisie by means of violence and establish their

power has its alluring charm of the affinity to the people, which is

rule” [4]43. In the words of power, it guides the proletariat to seize the

revealed through its unique narrative style and discourse system. It is

state power of bourgeoisie, and deprive the power to enslave others’

the distinctive feature that can make a distinction between the

labor by virtue of the occupation of social products. The historical

Marxist view of power and the non- Marxist views of power.

mission of Marxism determines the affinity to the people of the

“Whether it always stands on the position of people, whether it is on

Marxist view of power.

behalf of the fundamental interests of the masses, is the touchstone
to distinguish the true or false Marx”. [1]

The affinity to the people is also decided by the nature of
Marxism. “The unification between the class character and the

The affinity to the people, a kind of political stands, is a

affinity to the people” is the most essential feature [5]. Marx distains

political consciousness to ponder issues in the people’s stand. What

to conceal the class character of Marxism, which has been publicly

are people? In the different contexts of Marxism, people have

explained in the programmatic document, The Communist Manifesto,

different concrete connotations. In the most general sense, people are

marking the birth of Marxism. “Recently, the communist has the

[2]

, which means they

same purpose with the other proletarian parties, that is, to make the

have the basic necessities, such as eating, drinking, living, travelling,

proletariat become class, overthrow the authority of bourgeois and

and so on, thus they work in the material production to satisfy those

seize the political power”. It highlights the orientation of

needs. In the class society, people can be mutually commensurate

fundamental value that it severs for the proletariat and the masses.

with the concepts, like “the ruled class”, “the exploited class”, and

“All movements in the past are the movements of minorities or in the

“the oppressed class”, whereas in the capitalist society, people often

interests of minorities while the proletarian movements are the

refer to the governed class, such as “modern workers”, “peasant”,

independent movements of the immense majority, in the interest of

“proletarian” or “petty bourgeoisie”. In many concepts of people,

the immense majority”. Hence it can be seen that the grasping power

Marx believes the proletariat is the very core part of it. In this sense,

of the proletariat is basically to work for the interests of the masses.

“person engaged in the practical activities”
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The Marxist view of power is of profound meaning about the affinity

power in their hands is used for the common interests of the clan’s

to the people. The affinity to the people of it is mainly represented in

people without the color of the selfish desire or service. Nonetheless

the following aspects:

after entering the class society, the internal consistency of moral
between the design of power and the operation of it has been

2. The affinity to people of the power subjects

relentlessly dispelled, and the equality of the power exercisers and

From the perspective of Marxist philosophy, the concepts of

people on the personality and position has also been destructed. Then

subjects refer to the people with the cognitive and practical ability

their opposition of the interests has been highlighted. “This is a

about the objects. The power subjects are the initiators who create

common private ownership of the positive citizens. They have to

power and use it as a tool or means to carry out political activities. In

save the joint form spontaneously produced in the presence of slave.

Marx’s opinion, the power subjects reflect the distinctive affinity to

Hence, the whole structure of society built on the basis of it, as well

the people. Concretely speaking, it is mainly presented that the

as the associated power of people, tends to decline gradually along

power is given and supervised by the people.

with the development of private property ownership"[8]521. Despite

2.1 Power is given by the people- “Whose power”

the power still belongs to the people at this time, the social status of

Where is the power from? Medieval theological thinkers claim

the power exercisers goes beyond the elites of the people, reversely

that all the power is endowed by God. Modern contract theorists

becoming the ruler, enslaver and oppressor of the people, who are

deem the power derives from contract, while Marx expresses the

from the original servants to the lord domineering over the people.

power comes from the people, and is given by the people, as he puts

Then an impassable chasm has been built between the power

in The Banquet of Gul Cen Nig “the only source of all legitimate

exercisers and the people. The original homoousia between them is

It implies double meaning

broken. The power exercisers are towards the opposite of the people,

as follows: first, the power subjects can be divided into the power

converting into the enemy of the people. Of course, only when the

owner and the power exerciser. “The power owner” means “all

proletariat conquers the bourgeoisie and seizes the power of the

powers belong to People”. People are the giver of all powers

latter can the power exercisers and the people head down the same

including the highest power, as Marx once said, “People occupy the

path. After analyzing the Paris Commune, Marx claims the power

highest power, the so-called power that is endowed by people to the

exercisers are going to be the servants of people and the oppressive

power is the people of sovereignty”.

[6]695

. The power of people is supreme, for the power of king is

organs of old regime are to be eradicated, whereas the reasonable

given by the people; second, the power exerciser is equivalent to

functions of the old regime will be taken over from the authorities

“the person who wields the power given by the people”. All powers

surpassing the society and be returned to the servants who take the

in the power exerciser’s hands are from the people. “The whole

social responsibility "[9]156. By then, the power exercisers (servants)

power conferred by people in the original chief meeting is

will have still been a part of the people.

king

[7]543

differentiated and gradually formed a variety of power”

[7]514

. The

2.2 Power is supervised by people: Who will supervised it?

relationship between the power owner and the power exerciser is like

Who will supervise power? Is it God? No. Is it the exploiting

“source” and “flow”. There are many disparate methods but the final

class itself? No. Is it the power exerciser? No. Marx purports it is

goal remains the same. The power operated by the various power

people who supervise power. “Power is controlled by people.”

exercisers originates from people. Logically, the power exercisers

People are the subjects of the power’s supervision. In Marx's opinion,

are from people, who are a part of people. The power subjects are

people began to become the master of their lives after the proletariat

unified in people. However, in the history, the relationship between

builds the national regime. However, owing to the limitation of

the power exerciser and the people varies with the revolution of the

reality and the existence of the labor division, the people also can't

social economy.

“present themselves in person, and act according to own independent

After studying anthropology, especially Luis Henry Morgan’s

power” [10]305, and they have to entrust a part of civil servants on

The Ancient Society, in his later years, Marx expounds that the

behalf of themselves to use power. Although they are most from the

power firstly originates in the primitive society. At that time, the

people, "most of them naturally are workers or recognized

power exerciser is identical to the people, essentially a part of people.

representatives on behalf of the working class", but there still exists

All the power exercisers, including the chief, sachem, and the

the possibility of separation between them and people after all, so

guardian of faith, are elected by the people in their clan. There is not

that they do not represent the people, even turning into the opposite

a fraction of difference between their benefits and that of the masses.

of the people. Therefore, the possibility of being the enemy of people

They work on the production activities together with the people and

can be observed. To this end, the power exercisers must be

equally share the fruits of labor. Marx

purports that “The chief

supervised by people. Marx believes that the people's supervision of

(removed his function as the clan’s leader) doesn’t have the power to

the power exercisers is mainly through the general election, the

There are no any

removal from office, the publicity of government affairs, the

privileges except the power in the functional scope. In this sense,

abolition of privileges and official allowance. The general election is

they are undoubtedly the servants of the people in the clan. The

an effective means of monitoring. “In Marx's opinion, universal

control the others and to dominate the land.”

[7]487
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election itself is an important form of power restriction and

that all power is given by the people, not to achieve the special

supervision.” [11] Marx puts “Judges, like other public servants, will

interests of a particular class but to be exercised in order to defend

be elected , accountable to the electorate," [9]155 If civil servants are

the interests of the people.

irresponsible for voters, people won't choose him again, and he also

The affinity to people of the Marx's view of power starts with

will lose the opportunity to exercise their powers, which is a unique

Marx's ultimate concern for human destiny and the fundamental

thought of Marx that people have the right to supervise the civil

interests of the people. In Marx's opinion, the development of social

servants’ power. The removal from office to the supervision is more

history is the unity of the truthfulness and the valuableness, and the

direct and effective. Marx emphasizes in The French Civil War that

unity of the regularity and the teleonomy. Marx always put the

people can be “ready to recall” all civil servants, while “the

people's interests first, particularly pointing out in the Communist

commune would sack and arrest his own generals who have a slight

Manifesto that all the fundamental purpose of the communists is to

negligence.” “The commune has sacked and arrested a member of

serve wholeheartedly for the interests of the proletariat. “They do not

the commune with a false name who has been imprisoned in Lyon

have any different interests of the whole proletariat” [4]44. Pertaining

for six days only because of having no ability to pay.” “Sunlight is

to the use of power for the benefit of the “enemies of the people”,

the best preservative.” The publicity of government affairs is also an

Marx mercilessly criticizes it. Because “the enemy of people” has a

effective response to the people's supervisory powers. Marx lays an

personal and class distinction, Marx's critique falls into two

emphasis on the importance of the publicity of government affairs.

categories:

“Commune, unlike all the old governments that declare they will

The first category is to criticize the act of obtaining the personal

never make a mistake, publishes all the words and deeds. Moreover,

gain by the power. As early as the period of Rheinische Zeitung,

it makes the public know all the disadvantages of them.” [9]164 “Let

Marx examines the act of stealing wood, having found that the

the power operate under the sunshine.” It eliminates all possible

administrative chief of town abuses their power “to seek benefits for

"shady operations" to enable people to oversee power effectively

the forest owners”, ignoring the interests of the poor who pick up the

exercised. The abolition of privileges and official allowance will

dead branches, and this kind of power "has been descended as a

break the idea that public servants can make their fortune through

means to protect the private and a tool to maintain the private

the public power. Marx expounds, “From the commune members to

interests.”

all public officials can only receive the payment equivalent to that of

national system, the functions of the various administrative agencies

the workers. All the privileges and official allowance enjoyed by the

should be derailed from the routine, which can finally become the

high officials of a country in the past are disappeared with the

tools of wood owners so as to make the interests of the wood owners

disappearance of the characters.”

[9]154-155

3. The affinity to people of the power objective

[12]

Marx has aggrievedly expressed, “in the whole

turn into the soul controlling the entire organization. All state organs
should become a forest owner's ears, eyes, and hands and feet, to
inquire, peep, value, guard and work hard for the interests of wood

Taking the fundamental interests of the masses as the

owners.” [13]267 The power exercisers consider “wood owners" as the

foundation, insisting that people’s benefit is supreme, starting

“God”, and neglect the interests of the people completely. Hence, the

everything from the point of the people’s fundamental interests of

bourgeois state power’s non-affinity to people can be perceptible. In

the masses and serving the people wholeheartedly are the basic value

The French Civil War, Marx severely criticizes Thiers who is full of

principle of the Marxist view of power and the highest embodiment

resentment for Gizzo let him have no public office and fortune in a

of its essence.

long term. Thiers is a typical figure who seeks private gain through

The power objective is the result that the power desires to

the power in a capitalist society. “In order to make French avoid the

achieve. The power subject is people. Then, what is the purpose of

imminent financial collapse, he takes the first measure, which

people to create the power? For whom do people delegate the power

stipulates to give him the annual salary of 3 million francs.”“ In his

to the power exerciser? Is it for harming the people? No. Is it for a

political career for many years, he never does a thing with even the

certain class except the people? No. Marx deems that the objective

tiny little practical benefit. Thiers always does not forget just the

of people’s creating power and delegating the power to the power

greed of wealth and hatred for the producers. When he has been first

exerciser is to realize the fundamental interests of people, as Marx

elected as the cabinet’s prime minister of Louis Philippe, he is as

says in The Bourgeoisie and the Counter-revolutionary “In the

poor as Job. However, when leaving the office, he has become a

revolution, what it really means in people’s mouth is that: when the

millionaire... He has been publicly accused of embezzlement in the

bourgeois organizes the committee of public safety, we hand power

House of Representatives” [9]138. As the prime minister who has the

to the committee, which is not to reach an agreement with the royal

power, Thiers’ insatiable appetite for wealth contrasts sharply with

power on behalf of the bourgeois interests, but to defend our

his hatred for the people. In the evaluation of Augustus in Is

interests, the people’s interests in defiance of the royal power”.[10]130

Augustus’s Fuhrer a Happier Time for Roman Countries?

This is the most explicit expression of the affinity to people of

pointed it out succinctly that “as for the factions’ disputes happened

Marxist view of power. This important statement of Marx tells us

in the era before the Punic wars, they have also been ended, as we

Marx
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can see. Augustus has changed all the factions, the titles and the

people’s oppressors, and become the oppressive forces to object and

powers into his own thing and thus the contradiction of the highest

combat with people. In essence, it has become “a kind of organized

power itself will not occur. Otherwise it may bring the greatest

violence of one class to oppress another class”, [4]53 monopolized and

danger to any country. In that way Augustus's prestige in the eyes of

executed by the ruling class. The majority of people are living in the

foreign nationalities will be declined, which implies that his tackling

“inhuman” life under the domination and slavery of the power, and

the national affairs is simply to obtain the personal gain, rather than

“the nature of man” is in full “alienation”. It can be assumed that in

for the welfare of the people.” [13]463

the class society, power is only the tool to achieve the interests of the

The second one is to criticize the pursuit of the bourgeois

particular class (named “the enemies of the people” by Marx). It is

private interests. In the bourgeois society, the bourgeois powers,

impossible to realize the common interests of the people. The ruled

including the property rights or the political power, are essentially

class with the vast majority of the population has been bound to lie

the tools to maintain and protect the special interests of the

in the circumstance where they are ruled, enslaved and suppressed

bourgeoisie. “The relationship of modern bourgeois property

by the political power. The liberation of the people is a systematic

depends on the state power to be maintained. The bourgeois has

project, but the first and foremost thing is to withdraw the power of

founded the state power so as to defend the relationship of their

the ruling class, which is originally the power of the people. Marx

property” [14]331. “The bourgeois and all members of the bourgeois

expostulates in The Communist Manifesto that "every class struggle

society are forced to combine into

we, the legal person, the state, in

is a political struggle", while the core of the political struggle is the

order to ensure their common interests, and thus they can endow a

issue of the state power. Marx gives an enthusiastic praise to the

few people with the collective power for the division of labor

Paris commune and considers the commune as a great attempt to

requires to do that” [15]413. These two significant statements of Marx

reclaim the power for the people. He holds that, "commune - it is the

expostulate with us about that the bourgeois state power is

society that takes the state power back to change it from a force to

essentially the tool to achieve their common interests. “The

govern and oppress the society into a social force full of vitality; it is

foundation of the parliament’s supreme power and the construction

the people who withdraw the state power, and form their own power

of laws and regulations are undoubtedly to maintain the benefits of

to replace the organized force oppressing them; it is a political form

[16](P74)

Under the domination of the power, the

for the people to accomplish the social liberation, which takes the

proletariat is in the status of being ruled, exploited and enslaved, not

place of the spurious social force of the people's enemies to oppress

to mention the interests of people. These attitudes to criticize the act

them (i.e., the power usurped by the people's oppressors) (formerly

of using the power to gain the personal interests for the people’s

the power of the masses, but organized to be against and combat

enemies reflects the distinctive feature of the affinity to people in the

with them) ”

Marxist view of power.

condition of the people's liberation is to take the power back from

the owners.”

[9]195

. The argument of Marx reflects that the first

“the enemies of the people”, and then master and use it. The force to
4. The affinity to people of the power withdrawal

“oppose and fight against” people has been converted into the

Withdrawal, a philosophical category, is also called “resetting”,

rebellious one to suppress the “enemies of the people”.

“revivification” and “backtracking”. It signifies the resetting,
revivification and backtracking of a certain thing changed from the
state changes to its original state. In the philosophical sense, it refers
to “the affirmation of negation of negation”. The so-called affinity
to people of the power withdrawal, is meant to the regression of the

4.2 Relying on the proletariat to withdraw the power:
philosophy regards the proletariat as its own a material weapon
Who will withdraw the power? Depending on the people,
concretely is meant to depend on the proletariat in the capitalist.
There is no doubt that Marxist philosophy is essentially practical
materialism, whose essential feature is practice, and it repeatedly

condition where the power dose not belong to the people in the

emphasizes that the world should be changed in practice.

capitalism, not in order to realize the interests of the people as its

“Philosophers simply interpret the world in different ways, and the

target to the original and natural state where the power is mastered

problem is the change of the world"

by the people and executed to serve for the common interests of the

depended on to change the world"? “I would reinvest the old

people. In particular, it represents in the two aspects, withdrawing

characters with redness. There is no more the head of state and

the power for the people (for whom) and relying on the people to

civilian. I would whip up a storm in the ink bottle". Romantic

withdraw the power (by whom).

philosophers argue that such "change" can be achieved in the

4.1 Withdrawing the power for the people: The people take
the state power back again
For whom is the power taken back? For the people and the
liberation of the people. As mentioned earlier, the power was born in
the earliest primitive society where the power is undoubtedly worthy

[8]506

, but who should "be

ideological field. Utopian socialists are also struggling to find the
true forces to repossess the power. But with the restriction of the
historical conditions and idealist conception of history, they can not
realize the great revolutionary power of the proletariat. Marx
evaluates that "they are ignoring the historical progress of the
proletariat and still persisting in the old ideas of their teachers” [4]64,

of people's power, but after entering the class society, the power, far

and pin their hopes on the “benevolence” of the bourgeoisie. As a

from the people's power, has turned into a "usurped power" by the

result, the thought about withdrawing the body of the power can only
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be stuck in the “utopia”. Marx assumes that “changing the world”

is standing on the position of the people from the beginning to the

requires at least two weapons: the spiritual and material weapons,

end, whose conception reflects the distinctive affinity to the people.

which are both indispensable and necessary. The “spiritual weapon”

The following basic conclusions are self-evident: the affinity to the

that Marx defines refers to philosophy, whereas the “material

people is the most distinctive feature of Marxist view of power, and

weapon” is the proletariat. “Philosophy considers the proletariat as

also mainly represents the essence of it.

its own material weapon, likewise, the proletariat takes the
philosophy as its own spiritual weapon; once the lightning of thought

---------------------------------------------------------------------

thoroughly hits the plain land of people, the Germans can be
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